
UNCOMMON SENSES II:
Art, Technology, Education, Law, 
Society – and Sensory Diversity
Thursday, May 3 to Saturday May 5, 2018  
EV Building 11th Floor and MB Building 9th Floor
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C E N T R E  F O R  I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A RY  S T U D I E S  I N  S O C I E T Y  A N D  C U LT U R E

Plenary speaker: Caroline A. Jones 
(MIT), author of The Global Work of Art: 
World’s Fairs, Biennials, and the Aesthetics 
of Experience (2016) and  Eysesight Alone: 
Clement Greenberg’s Modernism and the 
Bureaucratization of the Senses (2005), and 
editor of Sensorium: Embodied Experience, 
Technology and Contemporary Art (2006) 
among other works.

Uncommon Senses II is hosted by the 
Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies in 
Society and Culture. It is co-sponsored 
by the Centre for Sensory Studies (CSS), 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, 
Department of Art Education, Milieux 
Institute, Concordia University Research 
Chair in New Media, Technology and 
the Senses, and the Hexagram Network 
for Research-Creation in Media Art, 
Design, Digital Culture and Technology, 
with additional financial support from the 
Office of the Dean, Arts and Science. The 
organizers also gratefully acknowledge the 
collaboration of the Montreal Museum of 
Fine Arts (MMFA) and the Canadian Centre 
for Architecture (CCA).

For registration and other information see 
the page dedicated to the conference at 
www.lawandthesenses.org

Inquiries may be addressed to
senses@concordia.ca

DESCRIPTION
“The sensorium is a fascinating focus for cultural studies,” wrote  
Walter J. Ong in “The Shifting Sensorium” (1991). Ong’s words heralded 
the arrival of sensory studies, an interdisciplinary  field of inquiry which 
takes a cultural approach to the study of the senses and a sensory 
approach to the study of culture. Sensory Studies has galvanized much 
exciting and provocative research and experimentation in the humanities 
and social sciences and visual and performing arts over the past three 
decades. Uncommon Senses 2 aims to take stock of the many advances in 
sensuous scholarship and art practice since the first Uncommon Senses 
conference at Montreal’s Concordia University in 2000.

The conference is organized around three broad topic areas:
• Crossing Sensory Borders in the Arts: The Rise of Multisensory 

Aesthetics and New Media Art
• Alternative Pedagogies: The Education of the Senses
• Law and the Regulation of the Senses

cissc .concord ia .ca

John Amos Comenius, Orbis Sensualium Pictus (1658) 
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SENSING THE ANTHROPOCENE
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In a time of unprecedented climate catastrophe and 
ecological genocide we are in desperate need of 
robust and creative responses to global warming. In 
addition to technological innovation and political and 
economic reorganization, social and cultural shifts are 
needed that help us move beyond our toxic ways of 
doing life under petro-capitalism. This lecture series 
argues that artistic practices and forms have a role to 
play in achieving these goals. Art seeds the critical and 
speculative imaginations needed to trouble our current 
ways of living and dying. What art contributes at this 
critical historical moment is skill in creating aesthetic 
and affective spaces within which we not only reflect 
on what is so but to work on imagining and modelling 
things otherwise in ways that are both integrative, 
in terms of transforming the materiality of daily life, 
and excessive, in terms of reaching beyond what we 
currently know to be possible. 

BIO 
Natalie S. Loveless is an associate professor at the 
University of Alberta, where she teaches in the History 
of Art, Design and Visual Culture and directs the 
Research-Creation and Social Justice CoLABoratory 
(researchcreation.ca). Loveless currently co-leads an 
interdisciplinary project called Speculative Energy Futures 
( justpowers.ca) and is a 2018-19 visiting scholar in the 
Centre for Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture 
(CISSC), where she is developing a new project, Sensing the 
Anthropocene: Aesthetic Attunement in an age of Urgency.

Please contact cissc@concordia.ca

TALK 3: LISTENING AS ETHIC; WALKING AS 
METHOD: DAILY PRACTICE AND ART/LIFE 
INTERVENTION 
Generally understood to have emerged in the 1960s 
under the auspices of Fluxus, the instruction piece 
or score is a form with a (now) long history in 
contemporary art. With the instruction score, the 
frame of art is mobilized to reorient habitual modes 
of being, to invite unexpected encounters, and, in its 
feminist mode, to bring attention to the maintenance 
labour that sustains our every day, at every scale of 
existence. The art/life form of “daily practice” adapts 
the traditional instruction score by insisting that an 
instruction be performed daily and for an extended 
period of time. This daily-practice orientation does 
something that the one-off score does not. While 
the booklet or the exhibition of scores works to seed 
the critical creative imagination in unexpected ways, 
the daily practice instruction or event score insists 
on the value of dailyness, of the quotidian. Grounded 
in a history of debate on art/life and the everyday, 
this talk frames listening and walking as modes of 
daily attunement with ethical and methodological 
implications for art and/in the Anthropocene.

Talks in this series are co-sponsored by Centre for 
Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture and the 
Centre for Sensory Studies. Dr. Loveless will also be 
available during her time at Concordia to meet with 
graduate students working on theoretical theses on art 
and the Anthropocene or developing research-creation 
projects on any theme.

Natalie S. Loveless  
Associate Professor, History of  Art, Design and Visual 
Culture, University of  Alberta

Visiting Scholar, Centre for interdisciplinary Studies in 
Society and Culture, Concordia University

Thursday,  
January 17, 2019 
2 – 4 p.m.  
Hall Building, H-1120

CISSC HAPPENING 
concordia.ca/cissc Co-sponsored by the Centre for Sensory Studies
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